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NEW QUESTION 1
You are analysing traffic on the network with Wireshark. You want to routinely run a cron job which will run the capture against a specific set of IPs 192.168.8.0/24. What command you would use?
A. wireshark --fetch ''192.168.8*''
B. wireshark --capture --local masked 192.168.8.0 ---range 24
C. tshark -net 192.255.255.255 mask 192.168.8.0
D. sudo tshark -f''net 192 .68.8.0/24''
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 2
What does the following command in netcat do? nc -l -u -p55555 < /etc/passwd
A. logs the incoming connections to /etc/passwd file
B. loads the /etc/passwd file to the UDP port 55555
C. grabs the /etc/passwd file when connected to UDP port 55555
D. deletes the /etc/passwd file when connected to the UDP port 55555
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 3
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) has alerted the network administrator to a possibly malicious sequence of packets sent to a Web server in the network’s
external DMZ. The packet traffic was captured by the IDS and saved to a PCAP file. What type of network tool can be used to determine if these packets are
genuinely malicious or simply a false positive?
A. Protocol analyzer
B. Network sniffer
C. Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)
D. Vulnerability scanner
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 4
A network administrator discovers several unknown files in the root directory of his Linux FTP server. One of the files is a tarball, two are shell script files, and the
third is a binary file is named "nc." The FTP server's access logs show that the anonymous user account logged in to the server, uploaded the files, and extracted
the contents of the tarball and ran the script using a function provided by the FTP server's software. The “ps” command shows that the “nc” file is running as
process, and the netstat command shows the “nc” process is listening on a network port.
What kind of vulnerability must be present to make this remote attack possible?
A. File system permissions
B. Privilege escalation
C. Directory traversal
D. Brute force login
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 5
Which of the following is the structure designed to verify and authenticate the identity of individuals within the enterprise taking part in a data exchange?
A. SOA
B. biometrics
C. single sign on
D. PKI
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 6
Which of the following program infects the system boot sector and the executable files at the same time?
A. Polymorphic virus
B. Stealth virus
C. Multipartite Virus
D. Macro virus
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 7
Which of the following Linux commands will resolve a domain name into IP address?
A. >host-t a hackeddomain.com
B. >host-t ns hackeddomain.com
C. >host -t soa hackeddomain.com
D. >host -t AXFR hackeddomain.com
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
Which of the following tools can be used to perform a zone transfer?
A. NSLookup
B. Finger
C. Dig
D. Sam Spade
E. Host
F. Netcat
G. Neotrace
Answer: ACDE

NEW QUESTION 9
Vlady works in a fishing company where the majority of the employees have very little understanding of IT let alone IT Security. Several information security issues
that Vlady often found includes, employees sharing password, writing his/her password on a post it note and stick it to his/her desk, leaving the computer unlocked,
didn’t log out from emails or other social media accounts, and etc.
After discussing with his boss, Vlady decided to make some changes to improve the security environment in his company. The first thing that Vlady wanted to do is
to make the employees understand the importance of keeping confidential information, such as password, a secret and they should not share it with other persons.
Which of the following steps should be the first thing that Vlady should do to make the employees in his company understand to importance of keeping confidential
information a secret?
A. Warning to those who write password on a post it note and put it on his/her desk
B. Developing a strict information security policy
C. Information security awareness training
D. Conducting a one to one discussion with the other employees about the importance of information security
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 10
DNS cache snooping is a process of determining if the specified resource address is present in the DNS cache records. It may be useful during the examination of
the network to determine what software update resources are used, thus discovering what software is installed.
What command is used to determine if the entry is present in DNS cache?
A. nslookup -fullrecursive update.antivirus.com
B. dnsnooping –rt update.antivirus.com
C. nslookup -norecursive update.antivirus.com
D. dns --snoop update.antivirus.com
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 10
Which of the following algorithms can be used to guarantee the integrity of messages being sent, in transit, or stored?
A. symmetric algorithms
B. asymmetric algorithms
C. hashing algorithms
D. integrity algorithms
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 15
In the field of cryptanalysis, what is meant by a “rubber-hose” attack?
A. Forcing the targeted keystream through a hardware-accelerated device such as an ASIC.
B. A backdoor placed into a cryptographic algorithm by its creator.
C. Extraction of cryptographic secrets through coercion or torture.
D. Attempting to decrypt ciphertext by making logical assumptions about the contents of the original plaintext.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 17
Suppose your company has just passed a security risk assessment exercise. The results display that the risk of the breach in the main company application is
50%. Security staff has taken some measures and
implemented the necessary controls. After that, another security risk assessment was performed showing that risk has decreased to 10%. The risk threshold for
the application is 20%. Which of the following risk decisions will be the best for the project in terms of its successful continuation with the most business profit?
A. Accept the risk
B. Introduce more controls to bring risk to 0%
C. Mitigate the risk
D. Avoid the risk
Answer: A
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NEW QUESTION 20
Which DNS resource record can indicate how long any "DNS poisoning" could last?
A. MX
B. SOA
C. NS
D. TIMEOUT
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 23
Based on the following extract from the log of a compromised machine, what is the hacker really trying to steal?
A. har.txt
B. SAM file
C. wwwroot
D. Repair file
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 28
You are tasked to configure the DHCP server to lease the last 100 usable IP addresses in subnet to. 1.4.0/23. Which of the following IP addresses could be teased
as a result of the new configuration?
A. 210.1.55.200
B. 10.1.4.254
C. 10..1.5.200
D. 10.1.4.156
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 33
Which of the following is assured by the use of a hash?
A. Authentication
B. Confidentiality
C. Availability
D. Integrity
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 38
Gavin owns a white-hat firm and is performing a website security audit for one of his clients. He begins by running a scan which looks for common
misconfigurations and outdated software versions. Which of the following tools is he most likely using?
A. Nikto
B. Nmap
C. Metasploit
D. Armitage
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 40
Elliot is in the process of exploiting a web application that uses SQL as a back-end database. He’s determined that the application is vulnerable to SQL injection,
and has introduced conditional timing delays into injected queries to determine whether they are successful. What type of SQL injection is Elliot most likely
performing?
A. Error-based SQL injection
B. Blind SQL injection
C. Union-based SQL injection
D. NoSQL injection
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 41
What is the proper response for a NULL scan if the port is open?
A. SYN
B. ACK
C. FIN
D. PSH
E. RST
F. No response
Answer: F
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NEW QUESTION 45
Due to a slowdown of normal network operations, the IT department decided to monitor internet traffic for all of the employees. From a legal standpoint, what
would be troublesome to take this kind of measure?
A. All of the employees would stop normal work activities
B. IT department would be telling employees who the boss is
C. Not informing the employees that they are going to be monitored could be an invasion of privacy.
D. The network could still experience traffic slow down.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 48
Which of the following is a component of a risk assessment?
A. Administrative safeguards
B. Physical security
C. DMZ
D. Logical interface
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 53
What ports should be blocked on the firewall to prevent NetBIOS traffic from not coming through the firewall if your network is comprised of Windows NT, 2000,
and XP?
A. 110
B. 135
C. 139
D. 161
E. 445
F. 1024
Answer: BCE

NEW QUESTION 55
When analyzing the IDS logs, the system administrator noticed an alert was logged when the external router was accessed from the administrator’s Computer to
update the router configuration. What type of an alert is this?
A. False negative
B. True negative
C. True positive
D. False positive
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 59
Tremp is an IT Security Manager, and he is planning to deploy an IDS in his small company. He is looking for an IDS with the following characteristics: - Verifies
success or failure of an attack - Monitors system activities Detects attacks that a network-based IDS fails to detect - Near real-time detection and response - Does
not require additional hardware - Lower entry cost Which type of IDS is best suited for Tremp's requirements?
A. Gateway-based IDS
B. Network-based IDS
C. Host-based IDS
D. Open source-based
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 61
Which of the following statements about a zone transfer is correct? (Choose three.)
A. A zone transfer is accomplished with the DNS
B. A zone transfer is accomplished with the nslookup service
C. A zone transfer passes all zone information that a DNS server maintains
D. A zone transfer passes all zone information that a nslookup server maintains
E. A zone transfer can be prevented by blocking all inbound TCP port 53 connections
F. Zone transfers cannot occur on the Internet
Answer: ACE

NEW QUESTION 66
Identify the UDP port that Network Time Protocol (NTP) uses as its primary means of communication?
A. 113
B. 69
C. 123
D. 161
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 67
Your company was hired by a small healthcare provider to perform a technical assessment on the network. What is the best approach for discovering
vulnerabilities on a Windows-based computer?
A. Use the built-in Windows Update tool
B. Use a scan tool like Nessus
C. Check MITRE.org for the latest list of CVE findings
D. Create a disk image of a clean Windows installation
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 71
If you want to only scan fewer ports than the default scan using Nmap tool, which option would you use?
A. –r
B. –F
C. –P
D. –sP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 72
Study the snort rule given below:

From the options below, choose the exploit against which this rule applies.
A. WebDav
B. SQL Slammer
C. MS Blaster
D. MyDoom
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 75
During a recent security assessment, you discover the organization has one Domain Name Server (DNS) in a Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) and a second DNS server
on the internal network.
What is this type of DNS configuration commonly called?
A. DynDNS
B. DNS Scheme
C. DNSSEC
D. Split DNS
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 77
Nathan is testing some of his network devices. Nathan is using Macof to try and flood the ARP cache of these switches.
If these switches' ARP cache is successfully flooded, what will be the result?
A. The switches will drop into hub mode if the ARP cache is successfully flooded.
B. If the ARP cache is flooded, the switches will drop into pix mode making it less susceptible to attacks.
C. Depending on the switch manufacturer, the device will either delete every entry in its ARP cache or reroute packets to the nearest switch.
D. The switches will route all traffic to the broadcast address created collisions.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 81
Within the context of Computer Security, which of the following statements describes Social Engineering best?
A. Social Engineering is the act of publicly disclosing information
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B. Social Engineering is the means put in place by human resource to perform time accounting
C. Social Engineering is the act of getting needed information from a person rather than breaking into a system
D. Social Engineering is a training program within sociology studies
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 82
Which system consists of a publicly available set of databases that contain domain name registration contact information?
A. WHOIS
B. CAPTCHA
C. IANA
D. IETF
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 84
During an Xmas scan what indicates a port is closed?
A. No return response
B. RST
C. ACK
D. SYN
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 85
Your company performs penetration tests and security assessments for small and medium-sized business in the local area. During a routine security assessment,
you discover information that suggests your client is involved with human trafficking.
What should you do?
A. Confront the client in a respectful manner and ask her about the data.
B. Copy the data to removable media and keep it in case you need it.
C. Ignore the data and continue the assessment until completed as agreed.
D. Immediately stop work and contact the proper legal authorities.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 86
Bob is going to perform an active session hijack against Brownies Inc. He has found a target that allows session oriented connections (Telnet) and performs the
sequence prediction on the target operating system. He manages to find an active session due to the high level of traffic on the network. What is Bob supposed to
do next?
A. Take over the session
B. Reverse sequence prediction
C. Guess the sequence numbers
D. Take one of the parties offline
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 87
The network team has well-established procedures to follow for creating new rules on the firewall. This includes having approval from a manager prior to
implementing any new rules. While reviewing the firewall configuration, you notice a recently implemented rule but cannot locate manager approval for it. What
would be a good step to have in the procedures for a situation like this?
A. Have the network team document the reason why the rule was implemented without prior manager approval.
B. Monitor all traffic using the firewall rule until a manager can approve it.
C. Do not roll back the firewall rule as the business may be relying upon it, but try to get manager approval as soon as possible.
D. Immediately roll back the firewall rule until a manager can approve it
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 92
What is the role of test automation in security testing?
A. It is an option but it tends to be very expensive.
B. It should be used exclusivel
C. Manual testing is outdated because of low speed and possible test setup inconsistencies.
D. Test automation is not usable in security due to the complexity of the tests.
E. It can accelerate benchmark tests and repeat them with a consistent test setu
F. But it cannot replace manual testing completely.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 97
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Which of the following incident handling process phases is responsible for defining rules, collaborating human workforce, creating a back-up plan, and testing the
plans for an organization?
A. Preparation phase
B. Containment phase
C. Identification phase
D. Recovery phase
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 98
A technician is resolving an issue where a computer is unable to connect to the Internet using a wireless access point. The computer is able to transfer files locally
to other machines, but cannot successfully reach the Internet. When the technician examines the IP address and default gateway they are both on the
192.168.1.0/24. Which of the following has occurred?
A. The computer is not using a private IP address.
B. The gateway is not routing to a public IP address.
C. The gateway and the computer are not on the same network.
D. The computer is using an invalid IP address.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 103
A hacker is an intelligent individual with excellent computer skills and the ability to explore a computer’s software and hardware without the owner’s permission.
Their intention can either be to simply gain knowledge or to illegally make changes.
Which of the following class of hacker refers to an individual who works both offensively and defensively at various times?
A. White Hat
B. Suicide Hacker
C. Gray Hat
D. Black Hat
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 105
In the context of Windows Security, what is a 'null' user?
A. A user that has no skills
B. An account that has been suspended by the admin
C. A pseudo account that has no username and password
D. A pseudo account that was created for security administration purpose
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 109
Which of the following statements is FALSE with respect to Intrusion Detection Systems?
A. Intrusion Detection Systems can be configured to distinguish specific content in network packets
B. Intrusion Detection Systems can easily distinguish a malicious payload in an encrypted traffic
C. Intrusion Detection Systems require constant update of the signature library
D. Intrusion Detection Systems can examine the contents of the data n context of the network protocol
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 110
Bob is doing a password assessment for one of his clients. Bob suspects that security policies are not in place. He also suspects that weak passwords are
probably the norm throughout the company he is evaluating. Bob is familiar with password weaknesses and key loggers.
Which of the following options best represents the means that Bob can adopt to retrieve passwords from his clients hosts and servers?
A. Hardware, Software, and Sniffing.
B. Hardware and Software Keyloggers.
C. Passwords are always best obtained using Hardware key loggers.
D. Software only, they are the most effective.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 112
Which of the following is the primary objective of a rootkit?
A. It opens a port to provide an unauthorized service
B. It creates a buffer overflow
C. It replaces legitimate programs
D. It provides an undocumented opening in a program
Answer: C
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NEW QUESTION 115
What is the purpose of DNS AAAA record?
A. Authorization, Authentication and Auditing record
B. Address prefix record
C. Address database record
D. IPv6 address resolution record
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 119
Matthew, a black hat, has managed to open a meterpreter session to one of the kiosk machines in Evil Corp’s lobby. He checks his current SID, which is
S-1-5-21-1223352397-1872883824-861252104-501. What needs to happen before Matthew has full administrator access?
A. He must perform privilege escalation.
B. He needs to disable antivirus protection.
C. He needs to gain physical access.
D. He already has admin privileges, as shown by the “501” at the end of the SID.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 124
Which service in a PKI will vouch for the identity of an individual or company?
A. KDC
B. CR
C. CBC
D. CA
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 128
Identify the correct terminology that defines the above statement.

A. Vulnerability Scanning
B. Penetration Testing
C. Security Policy Implementation
D. Designing Network Security
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 131
Eric has discovered a fantastic package of tools named Dsniff on the Internet. He has learnt to use these tools in his lab and is now ready for real world
exploitation. He was able to effectively intercept communications between the two entities and establish credentials with both sides of the connections. The two
remote ends of the communication never notice that Eric is relaying the information between the two. What would you call this attack?
A. Interceptor
B. Man-in-the-middle
C. ARP Proxy
D. Poisoning Attack
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 135
You have gained physical access to a Windows 2008 R2 server which has an accessible disc drive. When you attempt to boot the server and log in, you are
unable to guess the password. In your toolkit, you have an Ubuntu 9.10 Linux LiveCD. Which Linux-based tool can change any user’s password or activate
disabled Windows accounts?
A. John the Ripper
B. SET
C. CHNTPW
D. Cain & Abel
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 140
CompanyXYZ has asked you to assess the security of their perimeter email gateway. From your office in New York, you craft a specially formatted email message
and send it across the Internet to an employee of CompanyXYZ. The employee of CompanyXYZ is aware of your test. Your email message looks like this:
From: jim_miller@companyxyz.com
To: michelle_saunders@companyxyz.com Subject: Test message Date: 4/3/2017 14:37
The employee of CompanyXYZ receives your email message.
This proves that CompanyXYZ’s email gateway doesn’t prevent what?
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A. Email Masquerading
B. Email Harvesting
C. Email Phishing
D. Email Spoofing
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 141
This TCP flag instructs the sending system to transmit all buffered data immediately.
A. SYN
B. RST
C. PSH
D. URG
E. FIN
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 146
What is the purpose of a demilitarized zone on a network?
A. To scan all traffic coming through the DMZ to the internal network
B. To only provide direct access to the nodes within the DMZ and protect the network behind it
C. To provide a place to put the honeypot
D. To contain the network devices you wish to protect
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 148
What is the algorithm used by LM for Windows2000 SAM?
A. MD4
B. DES
C. SHA
D. SSL
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 149
Why would you consider sending an email to an address that you know does not exist within the company you are performing a Penetration Test for?
A. To determine who is the holder of the root account
B. To perform a DoS
C. To create needless SPAM
D. To illicit a response back that will reveal information about email servers and how they treat undeliverable mail
E. To test for virus protection
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 150
A company’s security policy states that all Web browsers must automatically delete their HTTP browser cookies upon terminating. What sort of security breach is
this policy attempting to mitigate?
A. Attempts by attackers to access the user and password information stored in the company’s SQL database.
B. Attempts by attackers to access Web sites that trust the Web browser user by stealing the user’s authentication credentials.
C. Attempts by attackers to access password stored on the user’s computer without the user’s knowledge.
D. Attempts by attackers to determine the user’s Web browser usage patterns, including when sites were visited and for how long.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 152
You are a Network Security Officer. You have two machines. The first machine (192.168.0.99) has snort installed, and the second machine (192.168.0.150) has
kiwi syslog installed. You perform a syn scan in your network, and you notice that kiwi syslog is not receiving the alert message from snort. You decide to run
wireshark in the snort machine to check if the messages are going to the kiwi syslog machine. What Wireshark filter will show the connections from the snort
machine to kiwi syslog machine?
A. tcp.srcport= = 514 && ip.src= = 192.168.0.99
B. tcp.srcport= = 514 && ip.src= = 192.168.150
C. tcp.dstport= = 514 && ip.dst= = 192.168.0.99
D. tcp.dstport= = 514 && ip.dst= = 192.168.0.150
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 155
Bob received this text message on his mobile phone: “Hello, this is Scott Smelby from the Yahoo Bank. Kindly contact me for a vital transaction on:
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scottsmelby@yahoo.com”. Which statement below is true?
A. This is a scam as everybody can get a @yahoo address, not the Yahoo customer service employees.
B. This is a scam because Bob does not know Scott.
C. Bob should write to scottmelby@yahoo.com to verify the identity of Scott.
D. This is probably a legitimate message as it comes from a respectable organization.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 156
Which utility will tell you in real time which ports are listening or in another state?
A. Netstat
B. TCPView
C. Nmap
D. Loki
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 157
Study the snort rule given below and interpret the rule. alert tcp any any --> 192.168.1.0/24 111 (content:"|00 01 86 a5|"; msG. "mountd access";)
A. An alert is generated when a TCP packet is generated from any IP on the 192.168.1.0 subnet and destined to any IP on port 111
B. An alert is generated when any packet other than a TCP packet is seen on the network and destined for the 192.168.1.0 subnet
C. An alert is generated when a TCP packet is originated from port 111 of any IP address to the 192.168.1.0 subnet
D. An alert is generated when a TCP packet originating from any IP address is seen on the network and destined for any IP address on the 192.168.1.0 subnet on
port 111
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 160
A company’s policy requires employees to perform file transfers using protocols which encrypt traffic. You suspect some employees are still performing file
transfers using unencrypted protocols because the employees do not like changes. You have positioned a network sniffer to capture traffic from the laptops used
by employees in the data ingest department. Using Wireshark to examine the captured traffic, which command can be used as display filter to find unencrypted file
transfers?
A. tcp.port = = 21
B. tcp.port = 23
C. tcp.port = = 21 | | tcp.port = =22
D. tcp.port ! = 21
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 161
Which of the following represents the initial two commands that an IRC client sends to join an IRC network?
A. USER, NICK
B. LOGIN, NICK
C. USER, PASS
D. LOGIN, USER
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 166
An attacker with access to the inside network of a small company launches a successful STP manipulation attack. What will he do next?
A. He will create a SPAN entry on the spoofed root bridge and redirect traffic to his computer.
B. He will activate OSPF on the spoofed root bridge.
C. He will repeat this action so that it escalates to a DoS attack.
D. He will repeat the same attack against all L2 switches of the network.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 169
When a security analyst prepares for the formal security assessment - what of the following should be done in order to determine inconsistencies in the secure
assets database and verify that system is compliant to the minimum security baseline?
A. Data items and vulnerability scanning
B. Interviewing employees and network engineers
C. Reviewing the firewalls configuration
D. Source code review
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 170
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As a securing consultant, what are some of the things you would recommend to a company to ensure DNS security?
A. Use the same machines for DNS and other applications
B. Harden DNS servers
C. Use split-horizon operation for DNS servers
D. Restrict Zone transfers
E. Have subnet diversity between DNS servers
Answer: BCDE

NEW QUESTION 174
DHCP snooping is a great solution to prevent rogue DHCP servers on your network. Which security feature on switchers leverages the DHCP snooping database
to help prevent man-in-the-middle attacks?
A. Spanning tree
B. Dynamic ARP Inspection (DAI)
C. Port security
D. Layer 2 Attack Prevention Protocol (LAPP)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 178
What is a NULL scan?
A. A scan in which all flags are turned off
B. A scan in which certain flags are off
C. A scan in which all flags are on
D. A scan in which the packet size is set to zero
E. A scan with an illegal packet size
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 182
You are attempting to run an Nmap port scan on a web server. Which of the following commands would result in a scan of common ports with the least amount of
noise in order to evade IDS?
A. nmap -A - Pn
B. nmap -sP -p-65535 -T5
C. nmap -sT -O -T0
D. nmap -A --host-timeout 99 -T1
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 186
What is the minimum number of network connections in a multihomed firewall?
A. 3
B. 5
C. 4
D. 2
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 189
You are trying to break into a highly classified top-secret mainframe computer with highest security system in place at Merclyn Barley Bank located in Los Angeles.
You know that conventional hacking doesn't work in this case, because organizations such as banks are generally tight and secure when it comes to protecting
their systems.
In other words, you are trying to penetrate an otherwise impenetrable system. How would you proceed?
A. Look for "zero-day" exploits at various underground hacker websites in Russia and China and buy the necessary exploits from these hackers and target the
bank's network
B. Try to hang around the local pubs or restaurants near the bank, get talking to a poorly-paid or disgruntled employee, and offer them money if they'll abuse their
access privileges by providing you with sensitive information
C. Launch DDOS attacks against Merclyn Barley Bank's routers and firewall systems using 100, 000 or more "zombies" and "bots"
D. Try to conduct Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM) attack and divert the network traffic going to the Merclyn Barley Bank's Webserver to that of your machine using DNS
Cache Poisoning techniques
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 191
What does a firewall check to prevent particular ports and applications from getting packets into an organization?
A. Transport layer port numbers and application layer headers
B. Presentation layer headers and the session layer port numbers
C. Network layer headers and the session layer port numbers
D. Application layer port numbers and the transport layer headers
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 192
The change of a hard drive failure is once every three years. The cost to buy a new hard drive is $300. It will require 10 hours to restore the OS and software to the
new hard disk. It will require a further 4 hours to restore the database from the last backup to the new hard disk. The recovery person earns $10/hour. Calculate
the SLE, ARO, and ALE. Assume the EF = 1(100%). What is the closest approximate cost of this replacement and recovery operation per year?
A. $1320
B. $440
C. $100
D. $146
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 196
Shellshock allowed an unauthorized user to gain access to a server. It affected many Internet-facing services, which OS did it not directly affect?
A. Linux
B. Unix
C. OS X
D. Windows
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 200
What does the –oX flag do in an Nmap scan?
A. Perform an eXpress scan
B. Output the results in truncated format to the screen
C. Output the results in XML format to a file
D. Perform an Xmas scan
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 203
Identify the web application attack where the attackers exploit vulnerabilities in dynamically generated web pages to inject client-side script into web pages viewed
by other users.
A. LDAP Injection attack
B. Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
C. SQL injection attack
D. Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 204
A pen tester is configuring a Windows laptop for a test. In setting up Wireshark, what river and library are required to allow the NIC to work in promiscuous mode?
A. Libpcap
B. Awinpcap
C. Winprom
D. Winpcap
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 205
During the process of encryption and decryption, what keys are shared? During the process of encryption and decryption, what keys are shared?
A. Private keys
B. User passwords
C. Public keys
D. Public and private keys
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 206
E- mail scams and mail fraud are regulated by which of the following?
A. 18 U.S.
B. pa
C. 1030 Fraud and Related activity in connection with Computers
D. 18 U.S.
E. pa
F. 1029 Fraud and Related activity in connection with Access Devices
G. 18 U.S.
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H. pa
I. 1362 Communication Lines, Stations, or Systems
J. 18 U.S.
K. pa
L. 2510 Wire and Electronic Communications Interception and Interception of Oral Communication
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 210
Which mode of IPSec should you use to assure security and confidentiality of data within the same LAN?
A. ESP transport mode
B. ESP confidential
C. AH permiscuous
D. AH Tunnel mode
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 215
Which of the following is a command line packet analyzer similar to GUI-based Wireshark?
A. nessus
B. tcpdump
C. ethereal
D. jack the ripper
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 217
An attacker is trying to redirect the traffic of a small office. That office is using their own mail server, DNS server and NTP server because of the importance of their
job. The attacker gain access to the DNS server and redirect the direction www.google.com to his own IP address. Now when the employees of the office want to
go to Google they are being redirected to the attacker machine. What is the name of this kind of attack?
A. MAC Flooding
B. Smurf Attack
C. DNS spoofing
D. ARP Poisoning
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 221
While using your bank’s online servicing you notice the following string in the URL bar:
“http: // www. MyPersonalBank. com/ account?id=368940911028389&Damount=10980&Camount=21”
You observe that if you modify the Damount & Camount values and submit the request, that data on the web page reflects the changes.
Which type of vulnerability is present on this site?
A. Cookie Tampering
B. SQL Injection
C. Web Parameter Tampering
D. XSS Reflection
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 225
What is the main security service a cryptographic hash provides?
A. Integrity and ease of computation
B. Message authentication and collision resistance
C. Integrity and collision resistance
D. Integrity and computational in-feasibility
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 226
Which of the following LM hashes represent a password of less than 8 characters? (Choose two.)
A. BA810DBA98995F1817306D272A9441BB
B. 44EFCE164AB921CQAAD3B435B51404EE
C. 0182BD0BD4444BF836077A718CCDF409
D. CEC52EB9C8E3455DC2265B23734E0DAC
E. B757BF5C0D87772FAAD3B435B51404EE
F. E52CAC67419A9A224A3B108F3FA6CB6D
Answer: BE

NEW QUESTION 229
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A user on your Windows 2000 network has discovered that he can use L0phtcrack to sniff the SMB exchanges which carry user logons. The user is plugged into a
hub with 23 other systems.
However, he is unable to capture any logons though he knows that other users are logging in. What do you think is the most likely reason behind this?
A. There is a NIDS present on that segment.
B. Kerberos is preventing it.
C. Windows logons cannot be sniffed.
D. L0phtcrack only sniffs logons to web servers.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 231
Yancey is a network security administrator for a large electric company. This company provides power for over 100, 000 people in Las Vegas. Yancey has worked
for his company for over 15 years and has become very successful. One day, Yancey comes in to work and finds out that the company will be downsizing and he
will be out of a job in two weeks. Yancey is very angry and decides to place logic bombs, viruses, Trojans, and backdoors all over the network to take down the
company once he has left. Yancey does not care if his actions land him in jail for 30 or more years, he just wants the company to pay for what they are doing to
him.
What would Yancey be considered?
A. Yancey would be considered a Suicide Hacker
B. Since he does not care about going to jail, he would be considered a Black Hat
C. Because Yancey works for the company currently; he would be a White Hat
D. Yancey is a Hacktivist Hacker since he is standing up to a company that is downsizing
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 235
Which of the following steps for risk assessment methodology refers to vulnerability identification?
A. Determines if any flaws exist in systems, policies, or procedures
B. Assigns values to risk probabilities; Impact values.
C. Determines risk probability that vulnerability will be exploited (Hig
D. Medium, Low)
E. Identifies sources of harm to an IT syste
F. (Natural, Huma
G. Environmental)
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 238
What is the following command used for? net use \targetipc$ "" /u:""
A. Grabbing the etc/passwd file
B. Grabbing the SAM
C. Connecting to a Linux computer through Samba.
D. This command is used to connect as a null session
E. Enumeration of Cisco routers
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 241
John the Ripper is a technical assessment tool used to test the weakness of which of the following?
A. Passwords
B. File permissions
C. Firewall rulesets
D. Usernames
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 242
What hacking attack is challenge/response authentication used to prevent?
A. Replay attacks
B. Scanning attacks
C. Session hijacking attacks
D. Password cracking attacks
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 246
What term describes the amount of risk that remains after the vulnerabilities are classified and the countermeasures have been deployed?
A. Residual risk
B. Impact risk
C. Deferred risk
D. Inherent risk
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 251
Why is a penetration test considered to be more thorough than vulnerability scan?
A. Vulnerability scans only do host discovery and port scanning by default.
B. A penetration test actively exploits vulnerabilities in the targeted infrastructure, while a vulnerability scan does not typically involve active exploitation.
C. It is not – a penetration test is often performed by an automated tool, while a vulnerability scan requires active engagement.
D. The tools used by penetration testers tend to have much more comprehensive vulnerability databases.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 252
......
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